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1 – The lighthouse of Alexandria was 
probably the world’s first lighthouse .  
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# The ……… of Alexandria was probably the 
world’s first one in the world . 
a. lighthouse   b. house   c. home   d. class  
================================== 

2 – The light house of Alexandria was 
one of the tallest structures on earth .  

 

# The light house of Alexandria was one of 
the tallest …………………….. on earth .  

a. structures  b. house   c. home   d. class 
 ================================== 

3 – The ancient Egyptians made the 
earliest glass beads in around 1500 B.c  

The ancient Egyptians made the earliest glass 
…………… in around 1500 B.c  
a. structures  b. beads   c. home   d. class 
================================== 

4 – Toothpaste was another Egyptian 
invention which was they made from 
salt and plants .  

# Toothpaste was another Egyptian ………….. 
which was they made from salt and plants .  

a. beads     b. invention   c. home   d. class 
================================== 

5 – The Ancient Egyptian studied the 
sun to measure the days in a year . 

# The Ancient Egyptian studied the sun to 
……………………… the days in a year . 
a. play     b. measure    c. hear       d. eat 
================================== 

6 -  The Ancient Egyptian invented the 
calendar and told the time correctly 
with a water clock .  

# The Ancient Egyptian invented the calendar 
and told the time ………. with a water clock .  
a. badly   b. sadly    c. accurately    d. late 
================================= 

 

 
7 – The Egyptians used papyrus for 
writing and the invented pens and ink .  



# The Egyptians used ……………….. for 
writing and the invented pens and ink .  
a. papyrus   b. clock    c. book    d. ten 
================================= 

8 – We allow bags that are smaller 
than 55 centimeters long . 

55

#  We ……….. bags that are smaller than 55 
centimeters long . 
a. hello     b. allow     c. paw     d. now 
================================= 

9 – We ‘ll get to Aswan quite quickly 
then .  

 

#  We ‘ll ……. to Aswan quite quickly then .  
a. play     b. get     c. hear       d. eat 
================================= 

10 -  Ink is a coloured liquid that 
people use for writing .  



# …………… is a coloured liquid that people 
use for writing .  
a. structures    b. Ink    c. home    d. class 
================================= 

11 -  We use the ruler to draw lines 
and measure the width     



# We use the …………. to draw lines and 
measure the width     
a. structures    b. Ink    c. ruler    d. class 
================================= 

12 - We know the weight by using the 
.  scales   



  # We know the weight by using the ……….. 
 a. scales       b. Ink      c. ruler     d. class 

================================= 
13 - The tape measure is used to 
measure the length or the width . 

1500 
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# The ……………………..is used to measure 
the length or the width . 
a. measure tape    b. Ink    c. ruler    d. class 
================================= 

14 -The skyscraper is 828 metres tall         

828

14 -The ……………………. is 828 metres tall         

a. structures  b. skyscraper c. home   d. class 
 

 
 

 happy about   

spend a week on  

use it for   

 quick at 

 write about  

 get to  

on the internet  

on the plane  

do well in the exam 

What else ? 

 
 
 

 Choose the correct answer –A  
1 – We can find information …. The internet .  
a. on        b. in       c. at         d. of 
2 – You must ……… well in the exam .  
a. make        b. feel       c. fit         d. do 
3 – There are 1000 passengers …. the plane .  
a. on        b. in       c. at         d. of 
4 – What ………. Do you use for writing ?  
a. else        b. also       c. false         d. so 
5 – She was happy ………. Her new present .  
a. on        b. about        c. at         d. of 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 Choose the correct answer –A  
1 -  The ………………….… of Alexandria was 
probably the world’s first one in the world . 
a. lighthouse   b. house   c. home   d. class  
2 -  The light house of Alexandria was one of 
the tallest ………..……………….. on earth .  
a. structures  b. house   c. home   d. class 
3 - The ancient Egyptians made the earliest 
glass …………… in around 1500 B.c  
a. structures  b. beads   c. home   d. class 
4 -  Toothpaste was another Egyptian ……….. 
which was they made from salt and plants .  
a. beads     b. invention   c. home   d. class 
5 - The Ancient Egyptian studied the sun to 
……………………… the days in a year . 
a. play     b. measure    c. hear       d. eat 
6 - The Ancient Egyptian invented the 
calendar and told the time ………………...……. 
with a water clock .  
a. badly   b. sadly    c. accurately    d. late 
7 - The Egyptians used ……………….. for 
writing and the invented pens and ink .  
a. papyrus   b. clock    c. book    d. ten 
8 -  We …………..….. bags that are smaller 
than 55 centimeters long . 
a. hello     b. allow     c. paw     d. now 
9 -  We ‘ll ……. to Aswan quite quickly then . 
a. play     b. get     c. hear       d. eat 
10 - …………… is a coloured liquid that 
people use for writing .  
a. structures    b. Ink    c. home    d. class 
11 -  We use the …………. to draw lines and 
measure the width     
a. structures    b. Ink    c. ruler    d. class 
12 - We know the weight by using the …..…..  
a. scales       b. Ink      c. ruler     d. class 
13 -  The ……………………..is used to measure 
the length or the width . 
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a. measure tape    b. Ink    c. ruler    d. class 
14 -The ……………………. is 828 metres tall         

a. structures  b. skyscraper c. home   d. class 
 
 
 

 

Adverb Adjective 





plays badly  bad player  

ly ly 

easily   easy  

 yily  y 

hard  hard  

fast  fast  

late  late  

well    good   



 
 
 

 correct answer  Choose the–A  
1- Maha swims in the sea ---------------  
a) slows   b) slower    c) slowly     d) slowest 
2- It rained ---------- yesterday. 
a) heavier b) heaviest c) heavy    d) heavily 
3- Merna studies ------------ to succeed. 
a) harden  b) hardly   c) hard     d) hardy 
4- Omar landed ------------ on the ground.  
a) save     b) safely    c) safe     d) safety 
5- He played tennis ------------. 
a) worse      b) well    c) good     d) safety 
6 – The Ancient Egyptian taught us to tell 
the time ….. 
a) accurate   b) accurately  c) bad    d) safety 

 

 
7 – The Ancient Egyptian liked to dress 
……………… 
a) beautiful  b) beautifully c) bad   d) good 
8 – Try to answer ………….. next time . 
a) good    b) well    c) bad     d) will  

-: Correct the underlined words -B 
 .quiettudents will sit down  The s–1  

 .good She plays music –2  
 .fasterHe runs .  Nabil is a fast runner –3  

. next time good Try to answer –4  
 

 

SUPERLATIVE  COMPARATIVE 





beautiful  fast beautiful  fast 

the most …  the .. est more …than  er …than  

the most 
beautiful  

the 
fastest  

more 
beautiful 

than  

faster 
than  

more ……… than 

 
 
 
orrect answer  Choose the c–A  

1 – The lighthouse was one of the ………. 
building in the ancient times .  
a) tall     b) tallest      c) taller       d) fast 
2 – She is the ……….. beautiful girl in class.  
a) more     b) most      c) little       d) less 
3 – This car is ……….. than the bike .  
a) fast    b) faster     c) speed      d) fastest 
4 - Maths is …………. difficult than English . 
 a) more     b) most      c) little       d) less 
5 - Amira painted ........... carefully than Sara  
a) more     b) most      c) little       d) less 
6 - Nagy drives ……….dangerously than Mohi.  
  a) more     b) most      c) little       d) less 
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How  

How many  

How fast  

How heavy  

How high  

How tall  

How long 

 
 

 
- : dialogue –Mini  

 

Nagy : How tall was the light house of 
Alexandria ?  
Ali : It was about 84 meters …………. 
Nagy : That’s wonderful .  
================================== 

Sara : ……………………………………………….?  
Noha : It’s 55 kilograms .  

  Sara : Please put it on the scale .  
 
 
 
 

 Correct the underlined -A 
-:words  

 than Saraldo Ahmed is -1 
 the glass discovered The ancient Egyptian -2

beads. 
.  was used for writing lighthouse –3  

 Choose the correct answer – B 
1- Maha swims in the sea ---------------  
a) slows   b) slower    c) slowly     d) slowest 
2- It rained ---------- yesterday. 
a) heavier b) heaviest c) heavy   d) heavily 
3- Merna studies ------------ to succeed. 
  a) harden   b) hardly    c) hard      d) hardy  
4- Omar landed ------------ on the ground.  

 
a) save    b) safely    c) safe         d) safety    

5- He played tennis ------------. 
a) well    b) bad    c) worse          d) good     

6- The ancient Egyptians were the first -------
----- many things.       

a) invents b) invent  c) invented d) inventing  
7- The lighthouse of Alexandria was ---------- 
the first lighthouse in the world 
a) probably        b) probable  
c)   probability   d) improbable. 
8- The lighthouse was about 130 metres ----- 
 a) long    b) high    c) tall         d) short 
 9- The lighthouse was one of the …………. 
structures on earth. 
a) longest   b) highest  c) tallest   d) shortest 
10-People worked ------------ to build the 
lighthouse. 
a) hard   b) hardly    c) more hardly            
11- The lighthouse ---------- in about 283 BCE. 
 a) open   b) opens   c) opening     d) opened 
12-The ancient Egyptians liked to -------------- 
beautifully. 
a)  put on   b) wear  c) dress       d) dressing 
13- They ---------------- the earliest glass 
beads in around 1500 BCE. 
 a) made  b) making  c) make     d) to make 
14-Toothpaste was another Egyptian ---------- 
a) discovery            b) invention 
 c) invent               d) discover 
15- We should train our children to use ……… 
to clean their teeth 
 a) beads                       b) cream  
 c) toothpaste                d) soap 
16- The ancient Egyptian used ------------ and 
plants to make toothpaste. 
a) sugar     b) glass     c) water      d) salt 
17- We add salt to most of our --------------   
 a) tea    b) coffee     c) food        d) juice 
18- The sky at night is full of many ………    
 a) stars        b) sun   c)moon         d) cloud 
   19- My friends like to dress …………… 
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a) beauty                  b) beautiful   
 c) beautifully            d) nice 
20- How did the ancient Egyptian use to -----
------ the days in a year? 
 a) measure                b) measurement  
c) measuring               d) measures   
21- They invented the ------------- and taught 
us to tell the time. 
 a) days      b) time c) calendar     d) years 
22- They taught us to tell the time ---------   
     a) accurate                b) accurately 
     c) accuracy                d) correct 
23-The ---------- invented paper in 140 BCE.   
  a) Japanese                  b) Egyptians  
  c) Chinese                    d ) Turkish 
24- The ancient Egyptians used ---for writing. 

a) linen    b) papyrus    c) silk      d) cotton   
25-The ancient Egyptians invented pens and -
------------- 
a) water    b) ink    c) tea     d) coffee 
26 – We use the ------------- to draw lines 
and measure things 
a) scales   b) glasses  c ) ruler    d) stop 
watch 27- The scales are used to measure ---- 
a) length  b) width    c) height     d ) weight 
28- The lighthouse shines a light to --- at sea 
a) ships    b) cars    c) planes    d) lorries 
29- I bought my sister some …….. beads .  
 a)  beautifully        b) more beautiful       
c) beautiful            d) most beautiful   
30- In the past , people used water clocks to 
know what ------------ it was. 
a) weight   b) time  c) distance    d) measure 
31- Have you got ink for my ----------     
 a) car   b) pencil   c) ruler       d) pen 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Father and a clerk 

? o’clock 11Are you flying to Aswan at  : Clerk 

.. ………………………………………… :Father  

? …………………………………………………  : Clerk 

.Three bags  : Father 

?.. ……………………………………………… : Clerk 

.tall.  cm44My bag is  : Father 

k .o : Clerk 

 
 
 
 

Write four sentences about   
             ( The Ancient Egyptians ) 
( invented – ink – papyrus – built – 
lighthouse ) 
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………
……………………………………………………. 
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Egyptian …………………………………………. 
lighthouse …………………………………………. 
papyrus …………………………………………. 
toothpaste …………………………………………. 
invent …………………………………………. 
invention …………………………………………. 
probably …………………………………………. 
immediately …………………………………………. 
beautifully …………………………………………. 
beads …………………………………………. 
accurately …………………………………………. 
stopwatch …………………………………………. 
measure …………………………………………. 
measurement …………………………………………. 
skyscraper …………………………………………. 
centimetre …………………………………………. 
kilogram …………………………………………. 
fact …………………………………………. 
figure …………………………………………. 

 

tennis …………………………………………. 
another …………………………………………. 
language …………………………………………. 
seconds …………………………………………. 
count …………………………………………. 
difficult …………………………………………. 
quiet …………………………………………. 
end  …………………………………………. 
ruler …………………………………………. 
scales …………………………………………. 
clock …………………………………………. 
hard …………………………………………. 
early …………………………………………. 
website …………………………………………. 
tape …………………………………………. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 

……………………………………………………. 
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